Achieving NVH optimisation in a PHEV
hybrid transmission

OVERVIEW
Ricardo was approached to support a customer experiencing high levels
of gear whine exhibited during prototype development. The customer had
conducted some simple analysis but had been unable to confirm the cause
of the issue.
Using Ricardo’s transmission toolset, the root cause was quickly identified
and rapid testing of solutions was conducted. The successful use of
simulation resulted in 2 subjective points improvement in gear whine

CHALLENGE
Develop a high volume PHEV hybrid transmission featuring a 100kW 400V
electric machine in parallel with an internal combustion mechanical drive.
The hybrid transmission, developed from an existing non-hybrid production
variant, was found to have an unacceptable level of gear whine in electric
drive mode, very close to start of production.
Vehicle and rig testing uncovered a gear whine order resonance around 1500
RPM. With a target improvement of 2.0-2.5 Vehicle Evaluation Rating (VER)
points in two dominant gear whine orders in E-Drive mode, the customer
conducted an initial transmission modal and dynamic analysis to help
understand the root cause but was unable to identify the problem.
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APPROACH
Ricardo’s transmission toolset was used to determine the root causes and to
develop countermeasures.
As hardware was available, a combination of testing, simulation and design
review was used to resolve the problem. Although testing can provide
definitive results, simulation allowed exploration of the behaviour of the
system and rapid testing of possible solutions, prior to confirmation in
testing.
The main area of focus was to understand and reduce the specific resonance
around 1500 RPM. Initially, Ricardo’s tool, SABR, was used to carry out a quick
design review, considering the gears’ alignment, arrangement, and macro
and micro geometry. Ricardo’s tool VALDYN was then used to perform nonlinear transient dynamic analyses to assess the dynamic and NVH response
of the complete system.
The simulation showed that reducing the diameter of the shaft, to increase
its flexibility and lower the natural frequency, avoided a coupled resonant
mode with the casing - predicting a reduction in external vibration.
The understanding gained from the simulation model was crucial in
understanding the effectiveness of this simple change. Coupled with
microgeometry and bracket changes, a substantial reduction in whine could
be achieved.

Software Evaluation
The Ricardo transmission
software solution is available
today for evaluation.

VALUE DELIVERED
•
•
•

NVH optimisation of transmission geometry
2 subjective points improvement in gear whine
Prevented delay in Job 1 timing

The use of simulation software helped to understand a complex coupled
whine issue and investigate proposed solutions, including the impact on
durability.
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